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Celine Dion

Mar 30, 1968 12:00:00 PM EST 05:00
Charlemagne, Canada
073W28'59", 045N43'00"

Planet Sign Position House House Cusps
Sun Aries 10°Ar03' 09th 01  29°Ca41'
Moon Aries 29°Ar32' 10th 02  18°Le09'
Mercury Pisces 18°Pi00' 09th 03  10°Vi46'
Venus Pisces 18°Pi40' 09th 04  10°Li30'
Mars Taurus 02°Ta00' 10th 05  18°Sc19'
Jupiter Leo 26°Le35' R 02nd 06  27°Sg28'
Saturn Aries 14°Ar41' 10th 07  29°Cp41'
Uranus Virgo 26°Vi37' R 03rd 08  18°Aq09'
Neptune Scorpio 26°Sc15' R 05th 09  10°Pi46'
Pluto Virgo 21°Vi03' R 03rd 10  10°Ar30'
Midheaven Aries 10°Ar30' 11  18°Ta19'
Ascendant Cancer 29°Ca41' 12  27°Ge28'

Rene Angelil

Jan 16, 1942 12:00:00 PM EDT 04:00
Montreal, Canada
073W34'00", 045N31'00"

Planet Sign Position House House Cusps
Sun Capricorn 25°Cp55' 10th 01  22°Ar42'
Moon Capricorn 22°Cp46' 10th 02  28°Ta29'
Mercury Aquarius 11°Aq24' 11th 03  21°Ge16'
Venus Aquarius 20°Aq55' R 11th 04  10°Ca56'
Mars Taurus 02°Ta22' 01st 05  02°Le32'
Jupiter Gemini 12°Ge03' R 02nd 06  02°Vi39'
Saturn Taurus 21°Ta40' R 01st 07  22°Li42'
Uranus Taurus 26°Ta29' R 01st 08  28°Sc29'
Neptune Virgo 29°Vi49' R 06th 09  21°Sg16'
Pluto Leo 04°Le50' R 05th 10  10°Cp56'
Midheaven Capricorn 10°Cp56' 11  02°Aq32'
Ascendant Aries 22°Ar42' 12  02°Pi39'

Interpretation text by Michael Erlewine
Program Copyright 1985-2009 Matrix Software.
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Astrologically, each individual is represented by a chart of the planets and houses 
at the moment of his birth. By comparing and contrasting the interrelationships of 
two separate charts, the astrologer can reveal the many ways and many levels 
that two people relate with each other. This is the astrological art of synastry as it 
has been practiced for several thousand years.
This report analyzes each of the two selected charts and interprets the astrological 
connections between them. The charts' data, along with planetary positions and 
house cusps, are printed on the previous page. There are four possible sections to 
this report, two for each of the charts. Any one of them, or all four of them, will be 
included here depending on which were requested. For each individual the two 
possible sections are:  1) How this person approaches relationships. This section 
considers only the one chart, and is appropriate for all relationships this individual 
makes.  2) How this person relates specifically with the second person. Here each 
paragraph interprets a contact between the two charts from one chart's point of 
view. The text here pertains to this one relationship only, and should be 
understood in light of the actual nature of the relationship.
Remember that every relationship contains points of similarity and harmony as 
well as points of conflict and discord. Through understanding, it is possible to 
cultivate and encourage the positive and harmonious, and keep relationships 
growing and fruitful through the highs and lows of the passing years.
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Celine and Rene
Here we have two types that have perhaps more in common than they may enjoy. 
It is differences that make for hot chemistry, not "sameness," and both Celine and 
Rene share one main trait, and that is independence. 

Both are very much independent and not used to being asked to play either the 
role of lover and caretaker, or loved one, object of care. They tend to stand alone 
and don't easily bend. Independence aside, when it comes right down to it, Rene's 
investment in this relationship is much greater than Celine's.

But there is to be a relationship, some bending on both parts will be required, 
mostly on Celine's part. Rene is naturally the less independent of the two, and will 
without thinking want to take on the role of care giver - lover. This leaves Rene to 
the role of the object of affection, the loved one. If she can enjoy that role, then the 
relationship has a good chance. If not, then all bets are off. It really is up to Celine 
to decide.
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How you Approach Relationships

Report for Celine
You are always sensitive to others' feelings, and you pick up on even the slightest 
change in mood. Life for you is, above all, an experience to be lived and felt, and 
you find yourself sometimes up and sometimes down. You look to your partner for 
continual advice and guidance. You prefer a mate who is able to give you an 
overview or picture of what is happening. It's even OK if your partner runs a tad 
cool, because you tend to run a little hot... sometimes gushy. You depend on the 
calm, disciplined advice of a good manager -- which is what your partners often 
turn out to be.

Capricorn On 7th Cusp

You like a partner that is a hard worker, perhaps a little on the serious side -- a 
mainstay of the community. They may tend to run a little cooler than hot, and this 
is OK with you. You may benefit from the discipline that an older, more 
accomplished, life brings to you. You may have a tendency to find your partners 
restrictive and too serious at times.

Saturn Ruler of 7th
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Strengths in your Relationships

Report for Celine
You love to talk and write, and you probably do so beautifully. Your sense of color, 
harmony, manners, and all that is artistic, is beyond reproach. You know quality, 
and people love to let you pick out art or arrange color schemes for them.

Mercury Conjunction Venus (orb: 00 40')

You are attractive and tend to be physically active. You just might participate in or 
manage some athletic endeavor. You are in tune with your feelings and really 
know how to play a crowd for the maximum response. You can always count on 
support from those around you. You seldom hide how you feel and therefore are 
no stranger to an occasional argument. You probably got a lot of emotional 
support as a child, especially from your mother.

Moon Conjunction Mars (orb: 02 28')

You were born lucky and have never had trouble finding support and approval 
from others. You may find that working with people is what you want to do for a 
career. Whether professionally or not, you will find yourself guiding and directing 
other people in one way or another. You have a way with other people and could 
do well in advertising, sales... any occupation that works with the public. If 
anything, you might have had it a little too easy, been a little too lucky.

Moon Trine Jupiter (orb: 02 57')

A real love of science and natural laws. You are a hard and tireless worker with 
absolute determination and the ability to carry great projects through to completion.
Always the protector to all those you come to know, you tend to have long and 
secure relationships. Since you are a natural conservative, those older than 
yourself (authority figures) tend to benefit you.

Sun Conjunction Saturn (orb: 04 38')
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Strengths in your Relationships Celine

You really know how to pace yourself and seldom waste a moment or a move. It 
would be difficult for you not to be a success at anything you choose to do. Career 
problems seldom last long or prove very difficult. Others remark on your creative 
energy, great drive, and the fact that you never seem to let up. It all runs so 
smoothly. You may be moved to work with the law, publishing, education -- any 
field where you have an opportunity to guide and educate others.

Mars Trine Jupiter (orb: 05 25')

You love to lose yourself in your latest dream, whether it be a person or a project. 
You find it easy to be caught up in images -- dreams, psychology, metaphysics, 
cinema, etc. You probably love movies -- anything that flicks on the silver screen. 
You may be an artist and you certainly run with an artistic crowd. You are 
charming to the point of being enchanting. Very idealistic.

Venus Trine Neptune (orb: 07 35')
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Challenges in your Relationships

Report for Celine
Power struggles are no stranger to you. You tend to put off confrontations until 
they build up and then explode, kind of like having your own built-in volcano. You 
probably have considerable emotional tension and a strong sexual drive. Your flair 
for secrecy could find you with more than one lover, several affairs.

Venus Opposition Pluto (orb: 02 23')

You may have a tendency to poke your nose into others' business. You can't 
resist, and yet you're often afraid of what you'll find. Skeletons in the closet and 
sensitive areas of people's lives both fascinate and terrify you. You have trouble 
just coming right out and dealing with a touchy subject. It puts you through too 
many changes. You would rather snoop around.

Mercury Opposition Pluto (orb: 03 03')

You could have a fear of the new and different -- of sudden changes. However, 
once they occur you really get a charge out of them. You would like to break away 
and live an unusual, exciting existence, but your conventionality holds you back 
from making the move. The result is that you often feel frustrated and mired in the 
humdrum. Jealousy in love affairs could present a problem.

Venus Opposition Uranus (orb: 07 57')
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Your Relationship with Rene

Report for Celine
The two of you may end up working with the public on some health or service-
related project. That may even be how you met. Rene personifies, and brings to 
your attention, concerns that you have known about for a long time but perhaps 
never acted upon. Things like diet, smoking, exercise, preventetive medicine...
anything that exemplifies a caring attitude. He is very supportive, and when you 
are with him it seems that all these endless details are easy and even fun to care 
for.

His Moon In Your Sixth House

Meeting Rene has got to be good for you, at least for your health and personal 
habits. He is sure to give you a hand at implementing all those many projects that 
you have never gotten around to doing, like eating better, cutting down on this, 
and so forth. He is really able to get you to work on taking care of these kinds of 
details. And he cares for you in about every way you could imagine. Where else 
could you get this kind of service? In many ways he is your own conscience come 
alive. Working hand and hand with him should take a great burden off your mind.

His Sun In Your Sixth House

The two of you have a great rapport. There is mental kinship. In fact a talk session 
with Rene almost amounts to therapy for you both. There is a real sense of mutual 
reflection. It would be hard for you to find a more productive intellectual 
companion. It is possible that you may work together in some public way through 
speaking, writing, investigating. A real meeting of the minds.

His Mercury In Your Seventh House

He finds you more sexy than just attractive. You felt this quality from the first. His 
appreciation for you is quite bare and direct. It cuts through words and needless 
explanations. You can't resist. It's as if he already knows the real you and likes 
what he finds. He handles the most sensitive areas of your personality without 
even asking your permission. He knows what to do. A very exciting condition.

His Venus In Your Eighth House
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Your Relationship with Rene Celine

Rene is on a one-person campaign to bolster your career and public image. He 
seems to know which way you are headed and wants to give you a boost in that 
direction. He is very ambitious when it comes to your career and is always 
pushing to improve your prospects. Although this can be tiresome, and you may 
not always be in the mood for improvement, it is mostly beneficial. He really does 
know what he is doing.

His Mars In Your Tenth House

He is a very social being and may be the key to your making friends in the 
community or within a particular group. His high ideals and selflessness guide you 
in your own behavior. He could introduce you to political or social values that are 
uplifting. The two of you share dreams and ambitions. He can show you how to 
put these ideas to work. A good friend.

His Jupiter In Your Eleventh House

Whatever this relationship may or may not be, it probably is not a social triumph. 
Rene may tend to be a damper when it comes to group or community get-
togethers. Your friends may not like him, or he may be critical of the goals of a 
particular group. Any groups he might approve of would have very strict morals 
and ethics. He may simply not like to get together in groups.

His Saturn In Your Eleventh House

Rene has the capacity for introducing you to radically new goals and groups of 
people. Perhaps through him you will meet a whole new set of friends, or be part 
of a group working on a new-age project. You may come to have a completely 
new idea of your fellow man, of brotherhood, and all of that stuff. He has radical 
ways of seeing things. All this may come as quite a surprise to you and may upset 
the traditional apple cart. He is anything but boring.

His Uranus In Your Eleventh House
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Your Relationship with Rene Celine

I am sure both of you wax poetic when you're together. Your imagination is in top 
form and you seem to rise to the occasion and find just the right words. There is 
an almost dreamy or unworldly quality about your communications. You get 
carried away very easily and may sometimes wonder if there is a tendency for you 
each to delude the other. Who cares? It's just like in the movies!

His Neptune In Your Third House

You found Rene intense and direct from the start. Here is someone you just can't 
ignore. This can be a very exciting relationship. You feel he can look into inner 
secrets and will not hesitate to challenge you. Conversations tend to be deep and 
turbulent. You may find yourself going through major changes through knowing 
him. There may be a struggle for control or power.

His Pluto In Your First House
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Strengths in your Relationship with Rene

Report for Celine
This could be a very physically satisfying relationship, one with lots of action and 
good emotional exchange. Work hard; play hard. You may have a healthy sense 
of competition, since you both tend to urge the other to greater heights. Sports or 
exercise could be important.

Your Mars Conjunction His Mars (orb: 00 22')

He has a way with words which you find flattering and interesting, since the 
subject is often you. He loves to talk to you and may also write you letters. You 
find him stimulating mentally, and communication is most often smooth.

Your Sun Sextile His Mercury (orb: 01 21')

Rene may be one of your most valuable assets and have a great influence on 
your career and life direction. Through his support you may succeed in finding 
solutions to many a problem. You work well together and would make good 
partners.

Your Sun Sextile His Jupiter (orb: 01 59')

Emotions run high with the two of you, but mostly it's very healthy. There is a 
strong sexual rapport. He finds you very supportive when it comes to his feelings 
and emotions. This is probably a very active relationship. He tends to push you on 
to be a real provider.

Your Moon Conjunction His Mars (orb: 02 50')
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Strengths in your Relationship with Rene Celine

You have a natural appreciation for his problems and are probably very 
understanding with him. You may love his sense of organization and self-discipline.
You may be a trifle undemonstrative when you are around him, a little too sober 
perhaps.

Your Venus Sextile His Saturn (orb: 03 01')

Rene may be a real help when it comes to disciplined thinking, mental 
organization, and study in general. You are able to talk about his problems easily. 
You are able to put into words situations in which he finds himself.

Your Mercury Sextile His Saturn (orb: 03 40')

This is about as close to a mutual admiration society as any two are likely to get. 
Rene is very supportive of your values and ideals. You might even feed on this. 
You have always felt simple admiration and love for him. You just like the way he 
feels.

Your Venus Sextile His Moon (orb: 04 06')

Rene likes talking and communicating with you. You have a knack for bringing out 
the best in him, making it easy for him to say what's on his mind. He feels your 
genuine support and enjoys what he finds himself saying and thinking in your 
presence. He knows that he can speak his mind when he is with you.

Your Mercury Sextile His Moon (orb: 04 46')
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Strengths in your Relationship with Rene Celine

You understand his need for analysis and self-examination, and probably have 
helped him thru many deep changes. You are really tuned in and sympathetic with 
this need for transformation on his part. He puts you through a lot of changes too, 
but you love it.

Your Sun Trine His Pluto (orb: 05 13')
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Challenges in your Relationship with Rene

Report for Celine
Power struggles are likely, as well as harsh feelings. Your drive and ambition may 
tend to ignore his need for confrontation and analysis. You may refuse to face 
sensitive issues. This is a very emotional, and possibly explosive, relationship.

Your Mars Square His Pluto (orb: 02 50')

You may not feel very supportive of Rene, and he may not be able to depend on 
you as much as he would like. He seems to go against your feelings more than a 
little, and this could lead to many a confrontation.

Your Moon Square His Sun (orb: 03 38')

The fact that you find it difficult to put up with his need for confrontation and self-
analysis may cause resentment. Your lack of support in this area may lead to 
explosive times and hurt feelings. You are tired of the tension and don't feel like 
putting your emotions through one more transformation.

Your Moon Square His Pluto (orb: 05 18')

A basic lack of communication, particularly regarding Rene's career decisions. He 
tends to go against your way of thinking, or you refuse to talk about this subject 
with him. It may be difficult to communicate.

Your Mercury Square His Jupiter (orb: 05 58')
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Challenges in your Relationship with Rene Celine

The two of you may tend to get very emotional, and you could clash over many 
issues. He may feel that he doesn't get enough support from you, and that you are 
pushy and aggressive. You may not feel like pouring a lot of energy into his needs 
and demands.

Your Mars Square His Sun (orb: 06 06')

Romance aside, this is not a good combination for any business relationship. You 
are not very appreciative of his decision-making, and you probably seldom take 
his advice when it comes to career decisions. He may persevere against your best 
wishes, with the result that he may tend to overdue, overspend, and get carried 
away.

Your Venus Square His Jupiter (orb: 06 37')

Push me; pull you. There is a tendency to end up feeling at odds with one another 
no matter what the issue. This could manifest in hard feelings and a lack of 
support on each of your parts. It is  a no-win situation, and even a bit humorous.

Your Moon Square His Moon (orb: 06 46')

Heavy feelings and emotional drama will be a part of this relationship. You may 
feel that he refuses to support your life ambitions. You may find yourself hurting 
his feelings again and again. A stormy marriage.

Your Mars Square His Moon (orb: 09 14')
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How you Approach Relationships

Report for Rene
You tend to be impetuous and daring in the way you come across. Your seeming 
innocence does not always make up for a tendency to be too direct at times -- 
some might say rude.  You fall in love easily, often, and you are not afraid to rush 
into a relationship. Above all, you always seem to go after those with manners, 
education, and a dignified appearance. You love to be the bull in someone's china 
shop. You tend to seek a real diplomat for a partner, one who delights in 
smoothing over your rough spots.

Libra On 7th Cusp

With you, good looks count a lot. You like partners who are charming, refined, and 
appreciate the better things in life. You may depend on them for appreciation and 
love, and you probably share the same set of values. They tend to dote on you, 
and you like it that way.

Venus Ruler of 7th
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Strengths in your Relationships

Report for Rene
You love whatever is new or different, and breakthrough flashes of original insight 
are typical. You could invent something, and you have a natural love for 
communication and new-age technology. You appreciate independence and 
originality in others, especially in a partner, and may tend to have unusual friends 
who are very likely male. You like to keep things spontaneous.

Sun Trine Uranus (orb: 00 35')

You are a great problem-solver, and can always think of a way to do almost 
anything. Your friends know you to be fair, and your integrity is unquestionable. 
You may find yourself interested in legal matters, publishing, philosophical and 
religious subjects, and would make a good teacher or instructor. Scientific 
investigation would interest you.

Mercury Trine Jupiter (orb: 00 38')

Others soon learn how responsible you are, and that they can depend on you for 
real support. Sure, you are perhaps a little too organized and run more cool than 
hot, but you really do care and never let your friends down. Whatever you do is 
built upon a solid foundation, and that includes relationships. Too serious? Aloof? 
Perhaps, but you are loyal, dependable, and don't enter into relationships lightly.

Moon Trine Saturn (orb: 01 06')

You are comfortable with your sexual identity, and tend to be emotionally well 
balanced. There is a natural rhythm in the way you handle the day-to-day 
problems of work and play, with the result that you are capable of sustained effort. 
These same qualities affect your relationships too. They tend to be harmonious 
and long lasting.

Moon Conjunction Sun (orb: 03 08')
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Strengths in your Relationships Celine

You have a knack for coming up with just what the crowd wants. You are nothing 
else if not an original. You can take an ordinary event and turn it into something 
brand new, really special. You may have had a somewhat unusual upbringing, 
and you like a partner who is independent and also a bit unusual. Things are 
seldom boring with you, for you always have just the right idea of what to do.

Moon Trine Uranus (orb: 03 43')

You have a sense of the extraordinary and wonderful about you. People sense 
that you have an insight into the larger picture, and you can communicate this idea 
of unity to a group. You are great at working with images, whether psychological, 
artistic, or cinematic. You probably love movies and music, anything with a grand 
theme or gesture. You are not just another dreamer. You can put your imagination 
to work. Your partner may have to work overtime to live up to your ideal of him/her,
and to keep you down to earth and away from woolgathering. You need someone 
who loves to explore the dreamy psychological underside of life. You see beneath 
the surface of things.

Sun Trine Neptune (orb: 03 54')

A real love of science and natural laws. You are a hard and tireless worker with 
absolute determination and the ability to carry great projects through to completion.
Always the protector to all those you come to know, you tend to have long and 
secure relationships. Since you are a natural conservative, those older than 
yourself (authority figures) tend to benefit you.

Sun Trine Saturn (orb: 04 14')

You are enchanting, and can transport a group of people with your mesmerizing 
words, action, or music. Through you, others catch a glimpse of a world more 
unified than the one they find themselves in, and hear from you of the life they 
know exists beyond the mundane. Once under your spell, you could motivate 
them to do almost anything. You owe much to your upbringing, which tolerated 
and gave support to your dreamier side. You can be very compassionate, and 
understand the feminine side of life.

Moon Trine Neptune (orb: 07 03')
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Challenges in your Relationships

Report for Rene
You find yourself hampered by authority and elders. Too many rules and 
regulations may inhibit or put a damper on what your heart feels like doing. You 
may procrastinate and put off attending to the necessities, with the result that 
duties tend to pile up. You might be somewhat defensive about expressing your 
real likes and dislikes for fear of being criticized or cut down. You don't always 
play by the rules.

Venus Square Saturn (orb: 00 46')

A history of insecurity, possibly fear of confrontation and of getting to the heart of 
things. Competitive to the point of power struggles. Frequent blow-ups. Things 
tend to build up to the point where you go through some big transformation and 
start over. Your attempts to control relationships end with your feeling rejected. A 
very understanding, psychologically oriented partner is in order.

Mars Square Pluto (orb: 02 28')

You could have a fear of the new and different -- of sudden changes. However, 
once they occur you really get a charge out of them. You would like to break away 
and live an unusual, exciting existence, but your conventionality holds you back 
from making the move. The result is that you often feel frustrated and mired in the 
humdrum. Jealousy in love affairs could present a problem.

Venus Square Uranus (orb: 05 35')

Others sense in you the presence of much energy, almost a tension. You may 
tend to have trouble just relaxing and find yourself always on the go, doing things. 
This aggressiveness could lead to undue competition and striving. You may have 
a sense that you can't always trust your drive and feelings. There also could be a 
tendency to buck authority, in particular, powerful men.

Sun Square Mars (orb: 06 27')
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Challenges in your Relationships Celine

You may have a tendency to poke your nose into others' business. You can't 
resist, and yet you're often afraid of what you'll find. Skeletons in the closet and 
sensitive areas of people's lives both fascinate and terrify you. You have trouble 
just coming right out and dealing with a touchy subject. It puts you through too 
many changes. You would rather snoop around.

Mercury Opposition Pluto (orb: 06 34')

You may have an inordinate fear of dying or confrontation, for there is a part of 
you that resists change and tends to put off getting down to the real heart of a 
problem and clearing it up. This attempt to avoid confrontation may find you 
involved in one power struggle after another when it comes to personal 
relationships. All of this creates a lot of energy that you carry around with you. 
Working it out takes patience and great care. You tend toward explosions and 
may have strong disagreements with authority figures.

Sun Opposition Pluto (orb: 08 55')

It may have been hard to get emotional support over the years, and your temper 
has not always been a help to you. You have had to work a lot of problems out for 
yourself. While you do have a lot of motivation and energy, often there is some 
difficulty in getting it channeled in useful directions. Sometimes you feel that 
others don't like you. You require a partner that can give you lots of emotional 
support. There could be a basic ambivalence with your mother, or with women in 
general. You may not feel like working.

Moon Square Mars (orb: 09 36')
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Your Relationship with Celine

Report for Rene
You knew from the moment you met her that here was a person who couldn't help 
but be supportive to you. She approves of almost everything about you. At times 
this could get a touch claustrophobic, but if you need a boost, here is a good 
partner. Because she is so undiscriminating, the temptation is to add her to your 
fan club, which negates the value of this support. Everyone enjoys being a hero 
once in a while.

Her Moon In Your First House

You may not be famous for your willingness to sacrifice, but if anyone can get you 
into this mode, it is Celine. She has a way of encouraging you to let go of a whole 
lot of small grievances that you have hung onto in the past. Somehow it's very 
clear when you're with her that they are not worth the hassle. She really helps to 
separate the wheat from the chaff in your character. You get the feeling that you 
are about to be a lot better person. It's not a totally unattractive feeling.

Her Sun In Your Twelfth House

You probably have some very unusual communication with Celine. She is not 
afraid to speak about spiritual ideas and does not draw the line at just talking. You 
may find yourself examining your actions and motives when you are with her. You 
come away with a feeling that you need to give more of yourself, be more long-
suffering, put up with more. She tends to bring out a self-sacrificing quality in you. 
You find yourself letting go of the unessential and frivolous, choosing the moral 
and the good. It's not the worst thing that could happen.

Her Mercury In Your Twelfth House

It's not everyone that can have the side-effect of making us feel a little saintlike. 
This does happen when the two of you get together. She manages to find qualities 
in you like self-sacrifice and forgiveness that you may have overlooked in yourself. 
In Celine's "light" your better qualities get exposed. She appreciates your more 
dreamy and psychological side too. There is a lot of silent rapport there.

Her Venus In Your Twelfth House
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Your Relationship with Celine Celine

Celine is nothing else if not stimulating, and she may be downright challenging or 
irritating at times. It all depends on what mood you're in. If you need a boost, a 
little competition, then she is tailor-made for the job. If things are already hectic, 
then you may not enjoy the ride. There is the potential here for a good sexual 
relationship too.

Her Mars In Your First House

Celine tends to lead you out of yourself, and urges you to make greater efforts, to 
reach out and express yourself. You may overdo. Certainly she is a key person as 
regarding how you view and feel about yourself. Through her you have come to 
experience more confidence and happiness. You are proud to be with her and, 
most of all, she is just fun to be with. Children and animals are two things you 
share. There may be a tendency to spend all at once. You feel creative and artistic 
around her.

Her Jupiter In Your Fifth House

She seems to be very hard on your sense of altruism. Your attempts to be 
charitable or to sacrifice may be played down or belittled by her. She won't tolerate 
your feeling sorry for yourself or for the state of the world. It could be difficult for 
you to feel philanthropic or kind when the two of you are together.

Her Saturn In Your Twelfth House

She may view work in a very unconventional manner, preferring to work odd hours 
or in a different manner when it comes to working for others. Celine always 
manages to find different ways to approach routine subjects. This could include 
alternate or new-age methods of eating, health care, exercise, and the like. She 
can do detail work, and is a responsible friend, but not in a 9-to-5 sort of way. She 
can be ever so inventive and labor-saving when it means finding an alternative to 
tedium and routine.

Her Uranus In Your Sixth House
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Your Relationship with Celine Celine

She exerts a powerful dreamy influence over you which could appear as a perfect 
union. There is no doubt that the two of you may run around together in a kind of 
trance. Your social life may have all of the attributes of an award-winning movie. 
Your friends may feel that you are the perfect couple. Chances are you will wait 
for a clear day to see if what you have will last. Dancing, late nights, bright lights, 
big cities are in order.

Her Neptune In Your Seventh House

She exerts a powerful influence on your habits, especially when it comes to self-
improvement. She may revolutionize your ideas of eating, health, exercise, and 
taking care of yourself. You may find that your work habits change through 
knowing her and that you are more aware of subordinates than you were. All of 
this is not likely to be a tranquil change. She is almost ruthless when it comes to 
revealing your weak spots and urging you to do something about it. All in all, this 
could be a very valuable experience.

Her Pluto In Your Sixth House
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Strengths in your Relationship with Celine

Report for Rene
You understand, and are in sympathy with, her dreams and ideals, which is very 
important to her. There is a sense of shared vision, and you probably both like the 
same movies. Her imagination complements yours. She may tend to idealize you.

Your Sun Sextile Her Neptune (orb: 00 21')

This could be a very physically satisfying relationship, one with lots of action and 
good emotional exchange. Work hard; play hard. You may have a healthy sense 
of competition, since you both tend to urge the other to greater heights. Sports or 
exercise could be important.

Your Mars Conjunction Her Mars (orb: 00 22')

You both have an understanding that she is a little different and likes her 
independence. This is not a problem. She brings some excitement and adventure 
to your life, and may be restless and on the go. She may introduce you to unusual 
friends and situations.

Your Sun Trine Her Uranus (orb: 00 43')

You find it easy to talk to (sometimes at) Celine, and you think about her a lot. She 
encourages you mentally, and may support some communication project you are 
involved in -- speaking, writing, etc.

Your Mercury Sextile Her Sun (orb: 01 21')
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Strengths in your Relationship with Celine Celine

She looks to you for support for her need for self-analysis and emotional probing. 
You probably have spent many a late night helping her through a change or two. 
You find her intensity workable, and you don't mind that she puts you through 
some emotional changes of your own.

Your Moon Trine Her Pluto (orb: 01 43')

Celine is very supportive of your ambitions and drive. She urges you on to perform 
at your very best. There is a lot of energy between you, and this could be a very 
productive relationship for you both.

Your Mars Conjunction Her Moon (orb: 02 50')

Celine may be a real help when it comes to disciplined thinking, mental 
organization, and study in general. You are able to talk about her problems easily. 
You are able to put into words situations in which she finds herself.

Your Mercury Sextile Her Saturn (orb: 03 16')

You both probably love music, theater, and -- above all -- the movies. She finds 
you very supportive when it comes to her dreams and fantasies. You probably find 
it easy to get lost together in any of a number of imaginative activities. You tend to 
get emotionally very clear and high when the two of you are together.

Your Moon Sextile Her Neptune (orb: 03 29')
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Strengths in your Relationship with Celine Celine

You tend to support and encourage an independent streak in Celine. You don't 
mind that she enjoys being a little different. You find her emotionally stimulating, 
and even unique. She may have introduced you to new attitudes toward home and 
family, and new ways of feeling.

Your Moon Trine Her Uranus (orb: 03 51')

You are wholeheartedly supportive of Celine's values and ideals. You are her best 
fan. She is always appreciative of your feelings and moods, with the result that 
you feel very much valued. This is a very nice arrangement.

Your Moon Sextile Her Venus (orb: 04 06')

She finds you very supportive and easy to talk to. Celine has a knack for 
understanding how you feel about something, putting your feelings into words that 
make sense to you. You might find yourself encouraging mental pursuits on her 
part -- writing, speaking, communications.

Your Moon Sextile Her Mercury (orb: 04 46')

You understand her need for analysis and self-examination, and probably have 
helped her thru many deep changes. You are really tuned in and sympathetic with 
this need for transformation on her part. She puts you through a lot of changes too,
but you love it.

Your Sun Trine Her Pluto (orb: 04 51')
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Strengths in your Relationship with Celine Celine

This might turn out to be a great working (business) relationship. You have no 
trouble getting behind her, and can urge her to greater success. There is a natural 
sense of harmony and flow to the relationship.

Your Mars Trine Her Jupiter (orb: 05 47')
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Challenges in your Relationship with Celine

Report for Rene
You find that it is easy for you to hurt her feelings, or she takes offense easily, with 
the result that she is not always as supportive of you as you might wish. You both 
waste a lot of time holding out against the other. You may feel that she ignores 
you.

Your Sun Square Her Moon (orb: 03 38')

There is this sense of the unromantic. She may feel that you don't value her ideals 
and don't support her dreams. You may find her unrealistic and may not 
appreciate "escapism" on her part.

Your Venus Square Her Neptune (orb: 05 20')

Romance aside, this is not a good combination for any business relationship. You 
are not very appreciative of her decision-making, and you probably seldom take 
her advice when it comes to career decisions. She may persevere against your 
best wishes, with the result that she may tend to overdue, overspend, and get 
carried away.

Your Venus Opposition Her Jupiter (orb: 05 41')

You may tend to ignore Celine's feelings, resulting in arguments and clashes of 
wills. Your relationship tends to run hot and cold, but when you're hot you are very 
hot. There may be some hard feelings between you.

Your Sun Square Her Mars (orb: 06 06')
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Challenges in your Relationship with Celine Celine

Push me; pull you. There is a tendency to end up feeling at odds with one another 
no matter what the issue. This could manifest in hard feelings and a lack of 
support on each of your parts. It is  a no-win situation, and even a bit humorous.

Your Moon Square Her Moon (orb: 06 46')

You may find her somewhat repressive of your feelings. She manages to put a 
damper on you every time you get to feeling good and comfortable. There is no 
way you will support this side of her, and this could lead to a real standoff.

Your Moon Square Her Saturn (orb: 08 05')

There are a lot of hurt feelings in this relationship. Argument and power struggles 
are to be expected. You tend to ignore, or not be sufficiently supportive of, 
Celine's feelings. She can't help but get in digs at you on a regular basis.

Your Moon Square Her Mars (orb: 09 14')
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